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Standard & Poor's (S&P) is a globally recognized financial services company that provides ratings,
economic research, and benchmark indices (e.g., the S&P 500 Index) for various financial products
and companies including bonds, securitized pools, mutual funds, and most recently, the sponsors of
securitized tenant-in-common (TIC) offerings.  The new ranking system, unveiled during the first half
of 2007, is one of several recent developments in the TIC industry reflecting the growth and maturity
of an industry that largely began five years ago.
The primary purpose of S&P's rating system is to provide an independent evaluation of financial
products, thereby bringing more transparency to capital markets.  The S&P TIC sponsor ranking
system has the potential to significantly improve the level of disclosure and transparency in the TIC
industry.  The ranking system will provide a mechanism enabling investors and their representatives
to make better, more informed investment decisions when contemplating securitized TIC offerings.
The ultimate impact of this new ranking system will depend in large part on the TIC industry's
reaction to its existence.  Proponents of the new ranking system will likely include, at a minimum:  
* Broker-dealer firms active in the TIC industry that may encourage or require the TIC sponsors with
whom they do business (or with whom they are considering doing business) to participate in the
process as part of their regular due diligence and compliance efforts;
* Industry associations such as the Tenant-In-Common Association (TICA) that may encourage
participation in the ranking process; and 
* Lenders active in the TIC industry that might require participation in the ranking process, or offer
some form of inducement for TIC sponsors who do participate and receive a specified ranking. 
The S&P ranking system will prove most useful if there is wide acceptance in the industry and
meaningful participation by TIC sponsors.  
The ranking criteria consider a sponsor's experience in the real estate and TIC industries,
performance and procedures related to property management and asset management, and
reporting practices. There are five separate rankings ranging from very strong to weak. A sponsor
can only attain a very strong or strong ranking if it has been in business for three or more years,
conducted 12 or more securitized TIC offerings within the past three years, and syndicated at least
$100 million in equity. The sponsor ranking is based upon a point system. Criteria in the industry
experience category is objective and accounts for 50% of the total possible points. The sponsor's
level of real estate and TIC experience, consistency in meeting projections and any negative
litigation or criminal activity affect the score in this category. Criteria in the property management
and asset management category is subjective and accounts for 30% of the total possible points. A
sponsor's property management policies and procedures, management oversight and reserves
maintenance affect the score in this category. Criteria in the reporting practices category is both



objective and subjective and accounts for 20% of the total possible points. A sponsor's
responsiveness to property tenants and investors, punctual delivery of tax information, monthly
reports and income checks and the comprehensiveness and ease of understanding of the monthly
reports affect the score in this category.
S&P's sponsor evaluation process consists of three phases, each of which is estimated to take two
weeks to complete. A sponsor ranking is valid for one year. Currently there is an initial fee of
$35,000 charged by S&P which includes a semiannual ranking update. In Phase I, the TIC sponsor
delivers information regarding the sponsor, its experience, and its business practices. For a sample
due diligence checklist designed to help a TIC sponsor prepare for the first phase of the process,
please contact the authors. 
Phase II of the process focuses on the sponsor's property and asset management functions. S&P
will evaluate both the oversight and reporting functions as well as the day-to-day management
capability of the sponsor's local property managers (whether an affiliate or a contracted third party).  
Phase III consists of a site visit by an S&P analyst and covers any follow up concerning the
information previously reviewed and/or learned about the sponsor. The analyst will complete a
mathematical computation to determine the recommended ranking.  A separate committee will
consider the analyst's recommendation and vote on the final ranking.  The evaluation and ranking
are sent to the sponsor for confirmation of all factual information before the public release of the
ranking report. Once a ranking is issued, it will be reviewed and updated semiannually. 
As the S&P ranking system gains acceptance, the ranking criteria could impact the manner in which
TIC sponsors conduct business.  As a general matter, TIC sponsors may find themselves operating
in a more formal and institutional manner consistent with the criteria necessary to earn a high
ranking under S&P's ranking system. Financial underwriting and projections may become more
conservative as 63% of the sponsor experience category score rests upon whether sponsors meet
their projected net operating income and cash-on-cash return targets on a deal-by-deal basis. 
Sponsors may also increase property management oversight and formalize operating policies and
procedures. Investor communications may also become more comprehensive and easier to
comprehend.  
A few suggestions for improving a TIC sponsor's chance of obtaining a favorable sponsor ranking
would include:  
1. Developing reasonable and achievable projections;
2. Careful financial underwriting and management of reserves;
3. Documenting property management oversight procedures;
4. Asking investors to evaluate reports and comment on how to make them more 	understandable
and user-friendly;
5. Consistently delivering outstanding customer service; and
6. Recruiting and retaining employees with industry experience and a high level of integrity.
The S&P TIC sponsor ranking system presents an opportunity for sponsors to distinguish
themselves.  As legal counsel to nearly two dozen TIC sponsors, the Real Estate Securities Group
at Hirschler Fleischer believes this new ranking process will benefit the TIC industry.
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